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Prospect of an immediate challenge
to leadership of the party has receded
Coveney wants cooling off period until
Taoiseach returns from visit to Trump
HARRY McGEE
Political Correspondent

Enda Kenny will break his silence on his future as Taoiseach at a crucial party meeting
on Wednesday in the knowledge that the prospect of an immediate challenge to his leadership has receded.
In a short statement yesterday, he confirmed he will address the issue at the Fine Gael
parliamentary party meeting.
He said he would make no
other comment on the issue
until then. Mr Kenny has only
once referred to his own future since his admission that a
conversation he said he held
with Katherine Zappone over
false sexual allegations made
against Garda whistleblower
Maurice McCabe had not taken place.

‘‘

He is owed
the respect
and the space to be
able to make good
judgment calls
It comes as one of the leading contenders to replace him
said yesterday that the process should start “very quickly” after he returns from meeting US president Donal
Trump in the White House on
March 17th.
Stepdown
Minister for Housing Simon
Coveney, in his most definitive
comments on the timing of the
succession, indicated that his
preference is for Mr Kenny to
step down in mid-April or early May, even though he was
careful not to specify any date.
Mr Coveney described a scenario where there would be a
cooling-off period within the
party until Mr Kenny returns
from Washington, at which
time the process to succeed
him would begin.
While laying down a deadline, it would involve a transition period of perhaps two or
three months, far longer than
envisaged by some of Mr Kenny’s internal critics in Fine
Gael. “I don’t think it’s going
to be waiting for months and
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months,” Mr Coveney pointed
out.“I think the process will
move quite quickly after St Patrick’s Day and hope other people can support that view and
allow that process take its
course.
“He has led the party for 15
years and led the country for
six years and is owed the respect and the space to be able
to make good judgment calls
around the leadership,” he
told The Irish Times.
Agreedwithtimeline
A spokesman for the other
main contender to succeed
the Taoiseach, Minister for Social Protection Leo Varadkar,
said he agreed with the timeline set out by Mr Coveney.
That was seen as a slight
turnaround for Mr Varadkar
who appeared to put pressure
on Mr Kenny on Saturday to
make an early statement. “Everyone is waiting to hear from
the Taoiseach. The situation is
distracting and destabilising
for the Government, the party
and the country,” he said.
Mr Varadkar is known to
have urged a much quicker period of transition, and might
have some difficulties supporting Mr Coveney’s suggested
period, which could take eight
weeks and might even take 12.
Minister for Health Simon
Harris has not ruled himself
out of contention and in an internal Fine Gael party messaging system yesterday his Ministerial colleague Charlie Flanagan suggested he wanted “out
of health”.
Independent Alliance Minister of State John Halligan, said
he did not think it was a good
idea to change Taoiseach. He
told RTÉ that Mr Kenny
should be allowed continue
with Brexit negotiations for a
number of months.
Meanwhile, Dublin Fine
Gael MEP Brian Hayes set out
a 12-week departure timetable
for Mr Kenny. He said it would
allow the Taoiseach to lead the
Irish delegations in Brexit negotiations immediately after
Britain triggers article 50.
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FrogsofspringWetterandmilderweatherthanusualtohelpamphibians
■ The frogs are spawning and it can mean only one thing – spring has arrived. The presence of spawn is an indicator that temperatures are rising and the days are
getting longer. Although a favourite of children, it is, in fact, illegal to remove frog spawn from ponds as they are a threatened species. PHOTOGRAPH: CYRIL BYRNE

Garda breath test figures fail to add up
DAVID LABANYI

The operation of drink-driving
checkpoints across the State is
being audited after it emerged
that the number of breath tests
recorded on the Garda Pulse
system appears significantly
higher than the number of motorists tested.
The audit began after the
Medical Bureau of Road Safety
in 2015 noticed a significant discrepancy in the number of disposable mouthpieces for
breath-test screening devices
being ordered by gardaí compared to the number of breath
tests being recorded on Pulse.
A senior garda said it was unclear whether officers were deliberately inflating breath test
figures on Pulse or were simply
careless when recording the information. He said data from
screening devices was manual-

ly uploaded to Pulse and data entry errors were possible and
there was no evidence of a sinister motive. The discrepancy
prompted a detailed examination of breath test data and procedures in the Cork and Kerry
Garda regions and an analysis
of screening devices into which
a driver blows during a roadside test.
Screeningdevices
The examination found the
number of breath test results
uploaded to Pulse from the
Cork and Kerry regions was 17
per cent higher than the total
suggested by the screening devices and used mouthpieces.
The discrepancy in the Cork
and Kerry regions was so significant that Garda management
ordered a nationwide audit of
how Mandatory Alcohol Checkpoints (MAT) are conducted

and how data from checkpoints
is recorded on to Pulse. As a result of this audit, no breath test
or MAT data has been published on the traffic section of
the Garda.ie website for 2016
due to concerns the figures may
be incorrect.
The Medical Bureau, which
has responsibility for the provision and calibration of roadside
screening devices, found the
number of mouthpieces ordered nationally was significantly below what would be expected given the breath test figures on Pulse.
For hygiene reasons and to
avoid contamination from another driver, a new mouthpiece
is used for each motorist breath
tested. Each screening device
has a counter which records the
number of complete tests carried out. Separately, The Irish
Times is aware of alleged inci-

Sports injuries responsible for one in
every three visits to HSE injury units
work or outside. The units are
equipped to perform X-rays, apply plaster casts and stitch
Sports injuries accounted for wounds. Laboratory and physioone in three visits to the Health therapy services are also availaService Executive’s network of ble.
minor injury units last year, acEmergencydepartments
cording to new figures.
Some 34 per cent of those at- The HSE is anxious to promote
tending – or about 33,000 peo- the use of the injury units as an
ple a year – suffered cuts, alternative to emergency desprain, broken bones or other partments in order to relieve
injuries playing sport, the sur- pressure on hospitals and provey of patients by the HSE indi- vide appropriate care at a lower
cates. Thirty per cent said their cost. Many of the 11 units across
injury occurred at home, while the State are located in hospithe remaining 36 per cent of cas- tals whose 24-hour emergency
es involved injuries sustained at departments have closed, in-

cluding Mallow, Monaghan,
Loughlinstown and Ennis.
However, many areas are not
served by a unit and opening
hours vary considerably. Some
centres stay open until 8pm, seven days a week, while others are
open just five days a week, up to
5pm. In addition, non-medical
cardholders have to pay the
same fee (¤100) as for an emergency department unless they
have a referral letter from a GP.
Up to half of all patients attending an injury unit were
there for the first time, according to a survey of 600 patients
attending 10 of the units.
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dents where it has been claimed
a garda breath tested themselves before uploading the results to Pulse as allegedly the
outcome of a MAT checkpoint.

their concerns to the attention
of the Road Safety Authority
(RSA) and the Department of
Transport but has not yet made
a protected disclosure or a formal complaint.
Breathtestedthemselves
Senior gardaí said while they
In one such case a witness told are aware of such reports, they
this newspaper they observed a had no reason to believe that
garda breath test themselves this behaviour, if true, was widemultiple times in a Garda sta- spread. A spokeswoman for
tion before uploading that infor- Minister for Transport Shane
mation on to Pulse as the sup- Ross confirmed an individual
posed outcome of a checkpoint, had raised concerns with the
with “no detections” recorded. RSA about an alleged incident
This person has brought at a Garda station.
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